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 ADVANCED MELEE
   
 Melee Attack
 Slide Hold C (far)  Slide attack towards a distant enemy.

 Juggle FF  Launches enemies for air attacks.

 Fierce F+O (far)  Projected attack that knocks down enemies.

 Finisher F+O (close)  Powerful combo strike on nearby enemies.

 Ruiner z  Radius attack that depletes your combo level.

 RANGED AND SPECIAL
 
 Ranged Attacks
 Fire  x (C to aim)  Press and hold to fire all ranged weapons.

 Secondary Fire  ] (C to aim)  Press and hold to fire left pistol, grenades  
     on rifles, and special attacks on cannons.

 Gun Juggle  x or ] (in air) Fire at airborne enemies for bonus hit  
     counter growth.

 Ranged Targeting  Hold x + FF Prioritize airborne targets by tapping C.

  
 Special Moves
 Battle Cry  X Button  Activates and deactivates Battle Cry  
     (requires combo meter).

 Spider  Y Button   Activates Spider Ability.

 Sentient   Click L+C   Activates a powerful Sentient weapon attack.

   
 Advanced Melee
 2-in-1 Slide Slide + Hold C   Slide from one enemy to the next for bonus 
  (new target)  speed, damage, and combo meter.

 2-in-1 Juggle Slide + FF  Slide into a juggle for additional juggle  
     height and combo meter.

 2-in-1 Ruiner Slide + z  Slide into a Ruiner for reduced combo  
     meter cost.

 2-in-1 Finisher Slide + O+F  Slide into a Finisher for bonus multihit  
     damage and combo meter.

 Air Combat Juggle + A + C  Attack airborne enemies for bonus  
     combo meter.  
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LaNguagE

FEaR SEXuaL  
CONTENT

dRugS dISCRIMINaTION gaMbLINg

 WARNING before playing this game, read the Xbox 360® Instruction 
Manual and any peripheral manuals for important safety and health information. 
Keep all manuals for future reference. For replacement manuals, see www.xbox.
com/support or call Xbox Customer Support.

Important Health Warning About Playing Video Games
Photosensitive seizures

a very small percentage of people may experience a seizure when exposed to 
certain visual images, including flashing lights or patterns that may appear in 
video games. Even people who have no history of seizures or epilepsy may have 
an undiagnosed condition that can cause these “photosensitive epileptic seizures” 
while watching video games.

These seizures may have a variety of symptoms, including lightheadedness, 
altered vision, eye or face twitching, jerking or shaking of arms or legs, 
disorientation, confusion, or momentary loss of awareness. Seizures may also 
cause loss of consciousness or convulsions that can lead to injury from falling 
down or striking nearby objects.

Immediately stop playing and consult a doctor if you experience any of these 
symptoms. Parents should watch for or ask their children about the above 
symptoms—children and teenagers are more likely than adults to experience 
these seizures. The risk of photosensitive epileptic seizures may be reduced by 
taking the following precautions: Sit farther from the screen; use a smaller screen; 
play in a well-lit room; do not play when you are drowsy or fatigued.

If you or any of your relatives have a history of seizures or epilepsy, consult a 
doctor before playing.

PEgI ratings and guidance applicable within PEgI markets only.

What is the PEGI System? 
The PEgI age-rating system protects minors from games unsuitable for their particular 
age group. PLEASE NOTE it is not a guide to gaming difficulty. Comprising two parts, 
PEgI allows parents and those purchasing games for children to make an informed choice 
appropriate to the age of the intended player. The first part is an age rating:

The second is icons indicating the type of content in the game. depending on the game, 
there may be a number of such icons. The age-rating of the game reflects the intensity of 
this content. The icons are:
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of Men and MaChines The aesir 

Gods aMonGsT Men
As protectors, it is our duty to ensure humanity survives . Our 
cybernetically enhanced bodies and minds make us far more 
powerful than mortals . . .and we are properly revered as gods . 

We fight a never-ending battle with the Children of Ymir, the vile 
machines, and progenitors of the catastrophic war . Fortunately 
these battles wage in lands far from the safe haven of Midgard, 
which has not been attacked in centuries . 

Due to our efforts, the Children of Ymir are now the stuff of mere 
legend and nightmares—as are the gods who fight them .

End of report>>

<<Report prepared by Mimir at the request of Heimdall, on behalf of ODIN

Before the Dawn of the Gods, the great 
machines stalked our planet, bent on 

destroying humanity . 

As the war escalated, man and machine 
exchanged nuclear and anti-matter 
weapons, leaving a once-lush world 
frozen in a thousand-year winter . 

Humanity now teeters on the brink of 
extinction, its population of a few million 

sheltered in the walled enclave of Midgard . 

The great sentient machines have prospered in the eternal winter .  
Humanity, however,  is not alone .  It prays to the mighty gods, the 
Aesir, and faithfully worships the great ODIN .

Those prayers do not go unheard . 

Since your memory has just returned, Baldur, let’s start 
with the basics . 

I am Mimir, the Aesir’s data decryption and 
information specialist .  I am the god “blessed”  
with the endless and thankless task of explaining 
our world’s lore .

I toil away in the recesses of Cyberspace, sifting 
through forgotten knowledge for the betterment of 

humanity and the Aesir . Quite noble, don’t you think?  

But enough about me . Let’s look at a few other members of our 
glorious pantheon . Kindly turn your eyes to the monitor… 

baldur
You do recognize yourself? Good, otherwise 
we’d have a talk with Idunn about your 
mnemonic enhancements .

You are the youngest Aesir and ODIN’s 
favorite son . Yes, even gods aren’t above 
favorites, sad to say . You are also the 
most beloved god amongst the humans, 
which just goes to show that you can 
have your mead and drink it too . 

Now, most humans view the Aesir as 
aloof and uncompromising, but you, my 
boy, are seen as more…down to earth, 
shall we say? You are also a seasoned 
warrior who understands the meaning  
of the Aesir, and that makes you quite 
popular around Asgard . 

Before we move on, I must convey my 
sympathies for the tragic loss of your 
wife . Her death was . . .

No . It is too soon to speak of such things . We should proceed .
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idunn

This brilliant woman may be the most 
important Aesir of all, for she is our 
expert cyberneticist . Nanotechnology  
and molecular enhancements—the 
“Golden Apples of Idunn”—make the  
Aesir immortal and superhuman .   
Without Idunn…well, to quote a famous 
philosopher, the gods would simply be 
“too human .”

heiMdall

The “watchman” of the Aesir, whom no one 
would dare describe as down to earth . 

Heimdall oversees all operations of the 
Aesir, making sure that each mission is 
planned and well-supplied…well, that’s  
the official line, at least .  

Thor

The most revered warrior of the  
Aesir, your big brother, Thor . He  
is utterly fearless in battle . With  
his sentient hammer Mjolnir, Thor 
has become such an unrelenting 
opponent of the machines that even 
those soulless creations have 

begun to fear him . Over 95% of 
his body has been replaced 
by cybernetics . 

freya

Such a vision, such intelligence, and such a 
way with glorious Cyberspace .  

Freya is an adept of the ways of Yggdrasil, 
the World Tree . She spends much of her 
time communing with the spirits of 
Cyberspace, so do try to visit with her 
when she’s in the world of flesh and bone .

Tyr

The master weapon and armorsmith 
for the Aesir, he maintains our 
hundreds of thousands of variations 
of battle equipment .

Tyr represents the “Old Guard” of the 
Aesir . He has an illustrious battle 
history spanning many centuries and 
is known for his exceptional bravery . 

odin

The most powerful of the Aesir, ODIN, or 
the Organically Distributed Intelligence 
Network, created us from flesh and 
cybernetics and infused us with the 
power of the Runes, thus saving 
humanity from certain destruction .

He employs two ravens, Hugin and Munin, 
which serve as the All-Father’s eyes . 
Through them, he watches us all .
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eneMies

dark elves

An agile war-machine class found 
primarily in the Ice Forests . They are 
deadly with both ranged and melee 
combat and tend to use Goblin infantry 
for close-combat support .

loki

Although technically one of the Aesir, Loki’s 
blatant disobedience to ODIN and 
unnatural alliance with those robotic 
monsters in the wastes make him much 
more enemy than ally . He is heavily 
enhanced using Giant-based cybernetics . 

hel

The daughter of Loki is administrator  
of Helheim, the smoke-filled necropolis 
where the dishonorable dead rot . A 
gifted scientist, she is infected by both 
an incurable wasting disease and her 
father’s blasphemous nature . Treat  
with caution . 

Goblins

Robotic war-machines that can crawl walls like 
a spider and fall from great heights without 
suffering damage . Goblins make up the bulk  
of the mechanical forces . 

Trolls

Massive beasts capable of wielding 
assault-class weapons, Trolls are as 
powerful as they are weak-minded . 
Defeating a Troll involves breaking 
down its armor and internal 
structures one piece at a time . 
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Warrior Classes
Each warrior type has strengths, weaknesses, and special skills .   

skills Tree
The skills Tree
Starting at level 2, with each new experience level you gain points with 
which you can gain and/or improve special powers .  

To assign skill points, press > and then select Skills to access the skills 
tree . Note: You must meet the requirements of certain higher-level 
powers before selecting them . As you progress, you will also have the 
opportunity to enhance either your cybernetic powers (at the cost of 
your humanity) or your natural human aptitude for efficiency through a 
secondary skills tree (use x to access the second skills tree) .

When certain powers are taken they automatically map to the controller . 

Spider powers map to Y, Battle Cries map to X, and Sentient Weapon 
attacks are activated by clicking both C and L .

These buttons remain inactive until their corresponding ability is 
unlocked from the skill tree . 

Skills may be reassigned on this screen by pressing Y . The cost to 
reset the skills tree is displayed in the upper-right corner .

berserker
Master of melee damage . 
Can reach an extra Combo Level . 
Can dual wield melee weapons . 
Lower health .

ChaMpion
A well-rounded fighter . 

Best at air attacks .
Best at critical strikes .

defender
Increased armor and health .
May use shields .
Resistant to knockdown . 
Slower and diminished missile damage/range .

CoMMando
Master of ranged weapons .

Explosive effects and ammunition 
capacity increased .

Diminished melee damage .

bio enGineer
Can heal self and allies .
Diminished melee and missile damage . 
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Too huMan  
GaMe ConTrols

Move Baldur L

Fire right pistol

Primary fire 
(ranged weapons)

Y Deploy Spider

B Combat roll/ 
  Skip cinematic

A Jump 

X Battle Cry

Turn HUD on/off s
Turn Damage Meter on/off o

Melee attack/Aim ranged attack 
(when using Left/Right Triggers)

Click: Manual reload of  
ranged weapons

> Pause/Game menus

CaMera ConTrols

_ Tap to re-center camera

_ Hold to enable free-look with C
l Up and Down: Change camera style

 C Click to enable close-up Baldur camera

]

x

C

Fire left pistol

Secondary fire 
(ranged weapons)

Equipment screens <

z Ruiner

Fierce/Finisher 

Click: Sentient Weapon L + C
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GaMe sCreen

experienCe bar 
As you vanquish opponents, this 
bar fills until you increase in level . 
Your current level is shown above 
the Experience Bar .

Class iCon

healTh bar
Depletes as damage is taken . 
Replenished in combat by 
collecting health orbs .

aMMo bar
Shows ranged weapon type 
and remaining ammunition .

CoMbo MeTer 
This meter increases as you execute attacks and 
special moves . When completely filled, your 
combo level increases—enhancing  attack and 
slide speed and granting an experience bonus .

hiT CounTer
Time-sensitive indicator of number/power of hits . 
If you choose a human or cybernetic alignment 
then, at higher hit-counter levels, you gain 
efficiency or damage  bonuses, respectively . 

daMaGe MeTer
o turns on/off . Shows the amount  
 of damage done to opponents .

spider MeTer
Displays the use and regeneration 
of spider energy .

senTienT Weapon 
indiCaTor
Appears when your Sentient Weapon 
ability is available .
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CoMbaT advanCed CoMbaT
Melee
To attack a nearby enemy, move C toward that enemy .  

shooT
To attack enemies at distance, pull x to fire your main pistol or rifle . 
Press ] to fire your left pistol or launch grenades, charged shots,  
or missiles . Move C when shooting to change targets .

slides
Press and hold C toward a distant enemy . You will rush to and smash 
that enemy with a powerful strike .

JuGGle
To juggle, tap C twice towards a nearby target . A juggle allows you to 
briefly launch an enemy into the air—optimally followed with an air 
combat attack . 

air CoMbaT
To perform an air attack, press A and use C to attack . 

ruiners
To execute a Ruiner, press z . This unleashes a powerful radius attack . 
Ruiners require at least one combo level and deplete your combo level 
by one with each use .  

CoMbo level
As you inflict damage, your combo meter fills (advanced moves provide 
bonus combo) . When the meter completely fills, your combo level 
increases, which makes slide attacks more powerful, ranged weapons 
fire faster, and also provides an experience bonus . 

fierCe aTTaCks
To perform a Fierce attack, move both C and L toward an enemy 
outside of melee range . This will unleash a ranged attack with your 
melee weapon that will damage and knock down the target .

finishers
Move both C and L toward an enemy in melee range to unleash 

a devastating multi-hit Ruiner attack .

Many combat moves can be chained by pressing the controls for one 
move and then immediately following with another .  

One of the best examples is sliding . As shown below, Baldur first slides 
towards enemy A and then holds C towards enemy B just as he first 
strikes A . This immediately continues Baldur’s slide to the next enemy . 
Successive moves give bonus damage, speed, and build combo  
level faster .

Other uses of this 2 in 1 method include:

 2 in 1 Juggle Slide and then immediately tap C twice to slide  
   into a juggle for extra juggle height and faster 
   combo level build .

 2 in 1 Ruiner Slide and then immediately press z to slide into  
   a Ruiner for reduced cost .

 2 in 1 Finisher Slide and then move both C and L to slide into  
   a Finisher .  

 Air Attack Perform a juggle, and then jump (A) and  
   move C to attack .
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equipMenT
blueprinTs
These technical documents allow you to craft the most powerful items . 
You will require sufficient bounty to craft the item . 

salvaGe seTTinGs
Within the Equipment screens, z adjusts the auto salvage setting . 
Smart Mode automatically salvages the least desirable items once your 
inventory is full . Auto salvage can be set according to item rarity (most 
common to rarest is: gray, green, blue, purple, orange, red) . All 
equipment below the selected color will be immediately salvaged (the 
setting for red is “Everything”) . Auto salvage may also be turned off .   

Within Cyberspace, the NORNS will grant you the following abilities to 
open locked doors or access treasure caches (although some puzzles 
may require you to return once a later power is attained): 

 x to push  w to lift  X to create fire

Weapons, armor, charms, runes, and blueprints are found on dead 
enemies or in ancient caches and obelisks . You may evaluate, use,  
or salvage your equipment by pressing > and selecting Equipment .  
Use ] and ^ to move between sections in the Equipment screen .  

Melee Weapons
There are many melee weapons you are likely to encounter: swords 
(which focus damage on enemies directly ahead of you), hammers 
(allow radius juggle), staves (allow 360-degree attacks), and dual-wield 
sets . One-handed weapons have higher critical hit chances . Two-
handed varieties deal more damage, but hit slower . 

ranGed Weapons
Ranged weapons come in three forms: Pistols (always dual wielded); 
rifles (also launch grenades); and powerful cannons (require significant 
cybernetic enhancements to use) . Ranged weapons use one of three 
different ammunition types: slug, laser, or plasma .  Note: The longer a 
laser fires, the more powerful it becomes .

arMor
Armor is available as helm, torso, shoulder, gauntlets, leg, and boot 
pieces . Armor (and weapons) can fail due to excessive damage, which is 
indicated when the damaged items glow red . Replace or repair 
weakened equipment as quickly as possible .  

CharMs
To unlock the power of Charms, they must first be equipped, a special 
quest must be completed, and the proper runes must be inserted . 
Charms provide you with the most rare and special abilities and are 
well worth your while to acquire and activate .

runes
Runes upgrade weapons and armor . Once a rune is added to an 

item, it becomes part of the item and cannot be removed .  

CyberspaCe
The NORNS are three inseparable, mysterious beings who exercise 
dominion over the world of data and mystery we commonly call 
Cyberspace . Certain Aesir may visit this realm via active access points 
known as “wells .”   When close to a well, press A to enter Cyberspace .  
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xbox liveonline MulTiplayer

WanT More inforMaTion  
abouT Too huMan?

To play co-op with a friend online, first select a character using Manage 
Characters on the main menu . Next, select Online Multiplayer and pick 
one of the following three ways to start playing online: 

CreaTe MaTCh
To start a new multiplayer match, choose a starting point from the 
levels you’ve completed in campaign mode, pick your loot distribution  
type, and make the game public or private .

  Public games may be joined by any player searching for a match .
   Private games can only be joined by players invited from your 
  friends or players list .

quiCk MaTCh
Select this option to immediately search for and connect to the first 
available online match .

CusToM MaTCh
Lets you search for games by level and loot distribution settings .

TradinG
To trade items with a multiplayer partner, get close to the other player 
and press <  . 

Once you’re both in the trading screen, pick an empty trade slot and 
press A to go to your inventory . After selecting all the items to trade, 
press o to enable the Trade button in the center of the screen .  Then, 
press A to accept the trade .  

Play anyone and everyone, anytime, anywhere on Xbox Live® . Build 
your profile (your gamer card) . Chat with your friends . Download 
content (TV shows, trailers, HD movies, game demos, exclusive game 
content, and Arcade games) at Xbox Live Marketplace . Send and receive 
voice and video messages . Use LIVE with both Xbox 360® and 
Windows® . Play, chat, and download on both your PC and your 
Xbox 360 . LIVE gives you ultimate access to the things you want and 
the people you know, on both your PC and your TV . Get connected and 
join the revolution!

ConneCTinG
Before you can use Xbox Live, connect your Xbox console to a high-
speed Internet connection and sign up to become an Xbox Live member . 
For more information about connecting, and to determine whether Xbox 
Live is available in your region, go to www .xbox .com/live .

faMily seTTinGs
These easy and flexible tools enable parents and caregivers to decide 
which games young game players can access based on the content 
rating . And now, LIVE Family Settings and Windows Vista Parental 
Controls work better together . Parents can restrict access to mature-
rated content . Approve who and how your family interacts with others 
online with the LIVE service . And set time limits on how long they can 
play . For more information, go to www .xbox .com/familysettings .

If you have feedback about the Too Human manual or ideas for online 
articles about the world of Too Human, please submit your ideas 
through the forums at www .xbox .com/toohuman . Your input will help us 
provide more information about Too Human and it will also help us 
make our manuals more useful and exciting for all games .
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limited Warranty for your Copy of xbox Game software (“Game”) 

Warranty.  
Microsoft Corporation (“Microsoft”) warrants that this Game will perform substantially as described 
in the accompanying manual for a period of 90 days from the date of first purchase .  This limited 
warranty is void if any difficulties with the Game are related to accident, abuse, virus or misapplication . 
Microsoft does not make any other warranty or promise about the Game .

your remedies.   
If you discover a problem with the Game covered by this warranty within the 90 day period, return it to 
your retailer along with a copy of the original sales receipt . Your retailer will, at its option, (a) repair or 
replace the Game, free of charge, or (b) return the price paid . Any replacement Game will be warranted 
for the remainder of the original warranty period or 30 days from receipt, whichever is longer .  To the 
extent that you could have avoided damages by taking reasonable care, Microsoft will not be liable for 
such damages . 

statutory rights. 
You may have statutory rights against your retailer which are not affected by Microsoft’s limited 
warranty . IF YOU DID NOT PURCHASE THE GAME FOR YOUR PERSONAL USE (THAT IS, IF YOU ARE NOT 
DEALING AS A CONSUMER)  

The following terms apply to the maximum extent permitted by applicable law .

no other warranties. 
Microsoft and its suppliers disclaim all other warranties and conditions, either express or implied, with 
respect to the Game and the accompanying manual .

limitation of liability.  
Neither Microsoft nor its suppliers shall be liable for any damages howsoever caused arising out of or 
in any way related to the use of or inability to use the Game, even if Microsoft or any supplier has been 
advised of the possibility of such damages . In any case, Microsoft’s and its suppliers’ entire liability is 
limited to the amount actually paid by you for the Game .

For questions regarding this warranty contact your retailer or Microsoft at:

 Microsoft Ireland Operations Limited 
 Sandyford Industrial Estate 
 Blackthorn Road 
 Dublin 18 
 Ireland

CusToMer serviCe nuMbers
 PSS* TTY**
Australia 1 800 555 741 1 800 555 743
Österreich 0800 281 360 0800 281 361
Belgique/België/Belgien 0800 7 9790 0800 7 9791
Česká Republika 800 142365
Danmark 80 88 40 97 80 88 40 98
Suomi/Finland 0800 1 19424 0800 1 19425
France 0800 91 52 74 0800 91 54 10
Deutschland 0800 181 2968 0800 181 2975
Eλλáδa 00800 44 12 8732 00800 44 12 8733
Magyarország 06 80 018590
Ireland 1 800 509 186 1 800 509 197
Italia 800 787614 800 787615
Nederland 0800 023 3894 0800 023 3895
New Zealand 0508 555 592 0508 555 594
Norge 800 14174 800 14175
Polska 00 800 4411796
Portugal 800 844 059 800 844 060
Россия  8 (800) 200-8001
España 900 94 8952 900 94 8953
Saudi 800 8443 784
Slovensko 0800 004 557
Sverige 020 79 1133 020 79 1134
Schweiz/Suisse/Svizzera 0800 83 6667 0800 83 6668
South Africa 0800 991550
UAE 800 0 441 1942
UK 0800 587 1102 0800 587 1103
*PSS – Product Support Services; Produkt-Supportservices; Services de Support Technique; Produktsupporttjenester; 
Tuotetuki; Produktsupport; Υπηρεσία υποστήριξης πελατών; Supporto tecnico; Serviço de Apoio a Clientes; Servicio de 
soporte técnico; Serviços de Suporte ao Produto;  Služby podpory produktov; Dział wsparcia technicznego produktu; Műszaki 
terméktámogatás; Služby produktovej podpory; Службы поддержки продуктов.  
**TTY –Text Telephone; Texttelefon; Service de télécommunications pour les malentendants; Teksttelefoon; Teksttelefon; 
Tekstipuhelin; Τηλέφωνο κειμένου; Texttelefon; Trasmissione telefonica di testo; Linha especial para dispositivos TTD 
(telecomunicações para deficientes auditivos); Teléfono de texto. 
For more information, visit us on the Web at www.xbox.com
Information in this document, including uRL and other Internet Web site references, is subject to change without notice. 
unless otherwise noted, the example companies, organizations, products, domain names, e-mail addresses, logos, people, 
places, and events depicted herein are fictitious, and no association with any real company, organization, product, domain 
name, e-mail address, logo, person, place, or event is intended or should be inferred. Complying with all applicable copyright 
laws is the responsibility of the user. Without limiting the rights under copyright, no part of this document may be reproduced, 
stored in or introduced into a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means (electronic, mechanical, 
photocopying, recording, or otherwise), or for any purpose, without the express written permission of Microsoft Corporation.
Microsoft may have patents, patent applications, trademarks, copyrights, or other intellectual property rights covering subject 
matter in this document. Except as expressly provided in any written license agreement from Microsoft, the furnishing of this 
document does not give you any license to these patents, trademarks, copyrights, or other intellectual property.
The names of actual companies and products mentioned herein may be the trademarks of their respective owners.
unauthorized copying, reverse engineering, transmission, public performance, rental, pay for play, or circumvention of copy 
protection is strictly prohibited.
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